Technical Talk organized
By
SPG, India on 16.12.2014
A Technical knowledge sharing presentation was
organized on 16-12-2014 by Society of Petroleum
Geophysicists, India at 8th Floor Conference Hall of
GEOPIC, Dehradun. The topic of the presentation was
“Sea Bed Node Seismic for HC Exploration” presented
by Shri C V Rao, DGM(GP), E&D Dte, ONGC and Vice
President, SPG-India.

Shri Anil Sood, GGM-HOI, GEOPIC was the chief guest
on this occasion. He expressed his happiness for
organizing this technical talk and expressed the need for
organizing many such lectures by senior ex-ONGCians,
acadamia experts and in-house geoscientists in future by
SPG at regular intervals.

In the presentation Shri C V Rao emphasized the
importance of new technologies such as Sea Bed Node
Seismic for HC Exploration. The cable less technology
has many more advantages over normal conventional
seismic and Ocean Bottom Cable data acquisition though
with higher cost at this juncture. In the years to come, he
expressed hope that the technology may be popular and
cheaper than what it is now. Full azimuth, broad band
multi component seismic data as output, the concern for
cost takes back seat he said.
But again he said that, it is not necessary that any new technology is the best. One has to
optimize on the basis of ones needs and techno economical scenario.
This talk was attended by full house audience and the talk was well appreciated as author
put full efforts to prepare present and explain the audience for every query made. The
participants were very keen and interactive during the presentation. Some key inputs
were also given by GGM-HOI GEOPIC and other senior and experienced executives.
The vote of thanks was given by Shri K M Shukla, Secretary, and SPG-India with a
promise to arrange more such events by SPG in the near future.

